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RADISSON COLLECTION
HOTEL, MOSCOW

BEST “WOW EFFECT” - Worldwide Hospitality Awards 2019

radissonhotels.com/en-us/hotels/radisson-collection-moscow
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“WOW EFFECT”
Best

The Radisson Collection Hotel, Moscow (known
historically as the Hotel Ukraina) is an iconic
landmark in Russia – one of the legendary Seven
Sisters skyscrapers built across the capital under
Stalin. Opened in 1957, the hotel took another
historic step in 2019 by joining Radisson Collection.

The hotel is part of Radisson Hotel Group – one of
the world’s largest and most dynamic hotel groups,
with seven distinctive hotel brands and more than
1,100 hotels in destinations around the world.

Radisson Collection is a new generation of iconic
properties and one-of-a-kind spaces.
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A fantastic location in the heart of the
city, 500 rooms and suites, 19
restaurants and bars on-site, and an
Olympic-sized swimming pool – among
many other amazing facilities.
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16 business spaces, including
Congress Park with an area of 2300sqm,
convenient logistics, the latest
equipment, 5-star catering, and own
river flotilla.
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A historic building, featuring
antique decor elements, the
Diorama of Moscow and an
extensive collection of artistic
treasures.
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Location
The Radisson Collection Hotel, Moscow is located
in the Central District of Moscow, opposite The
House of the Government of the Russian
Federation and a 10-minute drive from the Kremlin.
It enjoys convenient route connections from
international airports and railway stations, allowing
quick access to the hotel.
In addition, the Kyivska metro and Kiev railway
stations are within walking distance of the hotel. An
express service travels between Kiev railway
station and Vnukovo airport, while the nearest bus
station is right next to the hotel.

Distance to international airports
• Domodedovo – 48.5km
• Vnukovo – 31km
• Sheremet’evo, terminal F – 32km
• Sheremet’evo, terminals B, C – 35km
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The hotel enjoys magnificent views of the House of the

Government of the Russian Federation, the picturesque bend of

the Moscow River and Kutuzovsky Avenue – featuring the

futuristic towers of Moscow city.

SIGHTS YOU WON’T SEE ELSEWHERE
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EXECUTIVE FLOORS

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
• 43 Collection Executive rooms (34-37sqm)
• Three Executive Suites (66-71sqm)
• One Maybach Suite (170sqm)
• One Romantic Suite (97 sqm)
• One Presidential Suite (370 sqm)

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES
• Personal reception on 11th floor
• Free use of a netbook (on request)
• Club Restaurant
• Library: the latest news titles, bestselling books, and a classic

Nespresso coffee machine

ROOM SERVICES
• Individual compliments from the hotel upon arrival
• Free shoeshine
• Packing/unpacking of your luggage (on request)
• Complimentary entrance to the Royal Wellness Club, featuring a

50m swimming pool, gym, sauna, jacuzzi

For the youngest guests:
• Children’s furniture in the room, bathrobe, slippers, bathing

accessories for children’s leisure (on request)
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MAYBACH SUITE

The

Created in partnership with Mercedes Benz, the Maybach Suite is designed in a modern style,
with a minimalist color scheme. The glossy bar Maybach even evokes the silhouette and

dimensions of the carmaker’s vehicles.

The living room and bedroom areas both feature branded accessories, while the jacuzzi overlooks
the House of the Government – offering amazing views as guests relax.

The room is equipped with a home cinema, three audio multi-room zones, AirPlay functionality,
BURG & GLASS TVs, and two Smart-control consoles. Guests enjoy all Executive floor privileges.
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The most luxurious option available to guests staying in Moscow, the Presidential Suite is
designed in the spirit of the best private residences. For guests traveling with a chef, the room
has a kitchen and dining area, and the “Smart Home” system manages comfort with one touch.

This suite is preferred by heads of state and high-ranking officials: it conforms to their status
and the highest safety standards.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

The
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CONFERENCE CENTER

9 MEETING
ROOMS

Adaptability and
variability

10-80 PAX

BANQUET
HALL

Classic banqueting
room

200PAX

CONFERENCE
HALL

Classic conference
room

350PAX

COLUMN
HALL

Rectangular hall
with windows

350PAX

LOBBY

Optimal space for
coffee breaks

ALL AREAS

Are provided with
high speed Wi-Fi
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CONGRESS PARK

Large Lobby

700sqm

A dream multi-functional space for event
organizers, the Lobby features a large bar

– as well as the option for a mobile bar.
Ideal for welcome receptions, coffee

breaks and partner presentations, it also
offers office space.

Main Hall

1,682sqm (without columns)

Featuring mobile partitions, the main hall
can be transformed into five sections – all

of them soundproof. There’s also an
entrance with a car ramp running directly

into the hall, making it ideal for the
presentation of cars or the use of large-

sized decor and equipment.

4 Meeting Rooms

~ 55sqm

Each meeting room can be divided into two
separate sections and is equipped with

plasma screens, comfortable furniture and
other equipment. They have a maximum
capacity of around 55 people and are all
located in the same wing with a separate

set of bathrooms.
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FLOTILLA
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The Radisson Collection Hotel, Moscow features its own flotilla on the Moscow River. This includes:

• 10 modern yacht restaurants, hosting up to 250 people on gastronomy river cruises 365 days a year

• Panoramic windows, open and closed decks

• Restaurant equipment, grill

• Professional multimedia, bar and dance floor

• Climate control, underwater hull lights, security systems

• Salons of different types: business, premium, royal, Mercedes-Benz and ERWIN River

• The ability for guests to rent an entire yacht or a premium cabin

• Berth in 50 rooms from the Radisson Collection Hotel, Moscow
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EXCEPTIONAL AND UNIQUE FEATURES

The most extensive selection of rooms among
business-class hotels
500 excellent rooms and suites, featuring 12
different room types including apartments.

Exclusive furniture and accessories in the rooms
All rooms are equipped with furniture, textiles and
accessories from world leaders in the sphere of
comfort: Baker, Provasi, Florence Art, Citterio, Etro,
Frette, Villeroy & Boch, Mühldorfer etc.

Nespresso Coffee machines
Each room at the hotel is equipped with a
Nespresso capsule coffee machine.

Smart TVs as standard
Each room at the hotel is equipped with the latest
smart TV systems.
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EXCEPTIONAL AND UNIQUE FEATURES

6 types of pillows
Upon request, guests can have a pillow of their
choice: 100% goose down, orthopedic, ecologic,
particular, anti-aging and hypoallergenic

Optimized breakfast menu
We have over more than 170 different meal choices,
including Asian and gluten free corners.

Unique art collection
Room interiors are complimented with original
paintings created in the 1950s by Russian artists.
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PRESS COVERAGE
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INFLUENCERS PHOTOS
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WHAT OUR GUESTS SAY

“If you want an example of a 5-star
hotel standard, here it is. The staff

is very helpful, but not intrusive.
The building itself is beautiful –
magnificent inside and outside.”

“The hotel property is gorgeous!!!
This building is a historic landmark

of Moscow.”

“The hotel seems to want to
maintain and even surpass its own
high standard. It is very pleasant

to note this constant search
for perfection.”

“The Radisson Collection Moscow
is a magnificent Stalinist building.

One of the Seven Sisters of
Moscow, it is a beautiful hotel –

inside and outside.”

“I’m in love with this place!! I’ll
come back again and again…
Beautiful hotel, and everything

was super amazing!! Love, love,
love it!”

“This hotel is so incredible it will
make you want to return to

Moscow! You will feel like royalty.
The room had every amenity you

could want, and the bathroom
was so spacious. Everything is first

class.”
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